AUTOMA

Designed by Lines J. Hutter and Morten Monrad Pedersen

When you don’t have the time, option, or desire to play with a partner, don’t worry—we have you covered!
This solo variant introduces an artificial opponent called “Automa” to PATCHWORK, so that it can be played solitaire.
Note: The numbers (1-24) printed on the bottom left of the cards have no effect during the
game. For legal reasons, card #12 shows a bar
code and additional product information that
have no relevance during play.

Components
24 Automa cards,
divided into two decks:

The 12 cards
(numbered
1-12) without
buttons on the
back form the
normal deck.

The 12 cards
(numbered
13-24) with
buttons on
the back form
the tactical
deck.

1 base game
(not included)

Setup

1

Set up the game as described in the base game rules. Automa does not
get a quilt board or any starting buttons.

2

Choose which deck you want to use, shuffle its 12 cards, and
place them face down on the table as the Automa deck. Discard
two cards from the deck unseen, placing them in a discard pile.

3

Depending on your experience with PATCHWORK, you can compete
with Automa on one of five levels of difficulty. The level you choose
will decide when Automa gets
Il. Intern:
1 space away
the 7×7 special tile and how
it will score at the end. Take a
IIll. Apprentice:
9 space away
button from the general supply
III
lll. Fellow:
12 space away
and place it a number of spaces
IV
lV.
Master:
15 space away
away from the final space of the
V
V. Legend:
18 space away
time board, according to your
chosen difficulty:

III

I

IV
V

II

Course of Play
The game is played as normal. The changes only affect who takes the first turn, Automa’s turn, and how Automa
scores points at the end of the game.
You always take the first turn.
Automa plays according to the following rules:
Automa’s patch choice is determined by a card from the Automa deck.
Automa does not spend buttons for its patches.
Automa receives button income according to special rules.
Automa does not place patches on a quilt board but rather collects them in two piles: patches with
buttons go in one pile; patches without buttons go in the other pile.
Automa scores based on the chosen level of difficulty.

Automa’s Turn
When it is Automa’s turn, reveal a card from the top of the Automa deck. Each card shows a number of buttons
at the top indicating how many virtual buttons Automa has available to spend on a patch. Even though Automa
can have buttons in its supply, it never spends any on patches!
Note: In the tactical deck, the number of buttons is also shown on the back of each card, so you know ahead of
time which patches Automa can afford.
Look at the next three patches in the circle and determine which patch Automa can afford. There are three cases
to consider:

A Automa cannot afford any of the three patches.

Automa passes and moves its time token accordingly, which may trigger button income (see next section).
Automa does not get any buttons for passing, but it can gain buttons for moving past a button income
symbol.

B Automa can afford exactly one of the three patches.

Take that patch and place it in the appropriate pile. Move Automa’s time token per the normal rules, which may
trigger button income (see next section).

C Automa can afford more than one of the three patches.

In this case, consider the three filters shown on the Automa card, which will narrow the choice down to
exactly one patch (see box). Apply the filters from top to bottom until there is only one patch remaining.
Skip a filter if it leaves Automa with no patch. Once you determine which patch Automa chooses, take that
patch and place it in the appropriate pile. Move Automa’s time token per the normal rules, which may trigger
button income (see next section).

Finally, discard the current Automa card and determine whose turn is next, according to the normal rules.

Filters
- Automa takes the patch that costs so
little time that Automa’s time token
will not overtake yours. (Reminder: If
none of the three patches work, apply
the next filter.)
- Automa takes the patch with the most
buttons.

- Automa takes the largest
patch.
- Automa takes the patch
furthest from the neutral
token.

Button Income
You get income as normal. Whenever Automa triggers button
income, it gets a number of buttons equal to the number shown
at the bottom right of the current Automa card (0 to 5 buttons).

Empty Automa Deck
When the Automa deck is empty, shuffle the discard pile (including the two cards discarded
during setup) to form a new face-down Automa deck.

7x7-Special Tile
Automa gets the special tile when its time token moves onto or
past the space marked with a button during setup, unless you
cover a 7×7 square on your quilt board before that happens. In
either case, remove the button from the time board.

Scoring
Determine your score as normal. Automa scores 7 points if it has the 7×7 special tile. Based on the chosen level
of difficulty, Automa also scores:
I No additional points. (Automa scores either 0 or 7 points.)
II 1 point per collected button.
III 1 point per collected button and 1 point per collected
I
II
III IV V
patch with buttons.
7x7-Special
Tile
X
X
X X X
IV 1 point per collected button and 1 point per button on
Collected Buttons
X X X X
its collected patches.
#Patches with Buttons
X
X
V 1 point per collected button, 1 point per collected patch
with buttons, as well as 1 point per button on these
#Buttons on Patches
X X
patches.
You win if you have more points than Automa. In case of a tie, the normal tie-breaker applies.
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